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ABSTRACT
The report entitled "Internship Program in the Department of Pastry Nikoi
Island" is part of the practical work program implemented in the period of 1
August 2019 to 30 November 2019 is one of the requirements to be able to
complete the S-1 Tourism Management Study Program. The report contains
information specifically about the pastry division. In general, the pastry division
is a division that is part of the food and beverage product that has the
responsibility in processing pastry products. This pastry product consists of
several types which are identified based on the components used and their texture.
Broadly speaking, pastry products cover two scopes in accordance with the
conditions in Nikoi, namely oriental pastry and continental pastry. This report
also presents information about the techniques used by the author in the
processing and equipment that supports the smooth operation. In an effort to
obtain information such as that contained in this report, the authors
systematically collect data in the form of observation, interviews and also
documentation both written and picture. In the process of implementing this
practical work program the author also begins with an introduction to the product
regularly. It starts with learning about the recipe used and then continues with
helping the manufacturing process by calculating the ingredients used to make a
product and then continuing with the responsibility to make the product in
accordance with the procedures previously taught. The author also slowly begins
to handle the operational pastry as a whole with the opportunity to be present in
the morning and evening shifts so that the writer can learn knowledge from each
of the menus presented. Broadly speaking, the preparation of this report is
information that contains activities carried out by the author during the work
practice program on Nikoi Island. With the opportunity given to the author, the
writer can gain knowledge more broadly than when the writer did in learning
activities in lectures.
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